eBeam Edge+. The most powerful interactive whiteboarding solution.
Your whiteboard, your cubicle wall, even your glass tabletop—can be interactive in minutes
with eBeam Edge+ and your existing projector or LCD Display. Directly interact with all your
content and share the results with local and remote colleagues.

No more boring presentations.

Jump right into a PowerPoint™, mark up a web page, resize an
image, draw freehand in vibrant color. Engage your
audience with an interactive workspace as big as 8 feet by 5 feet.

Use the stuff you already own.

No need for expensive digital whiteboards or new projectors.
eBeam Edge+ is designed to work with the equipment you
already have. The system combines an interactive stylus with
a small receiver that attaches to your existing whiteboard
or LCD screen in minutes.

The ease of plug and play interactivity.
eBeam Edge+ allows you to place
your computer up to 30 feet
(10m) from your interactive space.
The wireless dongle and internal
rechargeable sensor battery mean there will never
be a need for USB cords to run or hide along the
wall. Just connect the Edge+ Wireless Dongle to an
available USB port on your computer and you'll be
automatically connected!

Interactivity on the go.
No need for costly electronic
whiteboards or new projectors.
eBeam Edge+ makes your classroom
interactive with your existing
whiteboard, projector, and Mac
or PC computer.

eBeam Edge+ Wireless

Wireless interactivity on any surface.

eBeam Edge+ Complete

Wireless interactivity + whiteboard
capture on any surface.

eBeam Edge+ USB

Interactivity on any surface
(USB cable required).

Realize the Possibilities, Establish Your Edge!











Use your whiteboard for free-flowing brainstorming with unlimited space
Integrate with PowerPoint to make presentations more collaborative
Share your whiteboard with meetings in real time
Virtual whiteboarding means an unlimited amount of space and an unlimited number of pages
Annotate and resize snapshots, images and Microsoft Office files
Save virtual whiteboard files as ppt, pdf and other formats
Integrate with PowerPoint and annotate on a presentation. All annotations are saved for reuse
With meeting sharing, remote participants can see and annotate back, with no eBeam hardware required
Virtual whiteboarding means an unlimited amount of space and an unlimited number of pages
If meeting attendees also have eBeam hardware, the two groups can collaborative at the board

Compatible Operating Systems & Warranty Info
Windows
•Windows 7 or higher
•Intel Pentium Dual-Core, 2.1GHz 2 GB RAM
•250 MB of available disk space recommended
•CD/DVD ROM drive or Internet connection
•Available USB 2.0 or 3.0 port
Android Tablets
•Secondary connection only: Cannot act as host connection
•Android 4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich(ICS) or above
•Internet connection
Chromebooks
•Secondary connection only: Cannot act as host connection
•Internet connection

Mac OS X
•OS X 10.7 or higher
•Intel Core Duo 1.5Ghz 2 GB RAM
•250 MB of available disk space recommended
•CD/DVD ROM drive or Internet connection
•Available USB 2.0 or 3.0 port
Linux
•Ubuntu 10.04/12.04
•Intel Pentium Dual-Core, 2.1GHz 2 GB RAM
•250 MB of available disk space recommended
•CD/DVD ROM drive or Internet connection
•Available USB 2.0 or 3.0 port
Warranty
•2 year general warranty
(may be different in specific countries)

